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Heart Breaker turned the corner going up to the Central Manchester High school. He still hated 

his name. As a Nosferatu he resented the added jokes from his pack, but having punched a few mortals in 
the chest hard enough to put his arm through, the name stuck. They all had names like that now,  
Blitzkrieg, Door, and Sights. He always liked is old name Percy shortened from his birth name Percival, 
but that was a completely different life now. 

 Getting to the door finally, Break stops to look over his friends one more time. Not much left to 
say having planned this out well before hand, and their tactic didn't usually need much changing. Sights 
gave a nod and went to the side of the building, throwing a grappling hook at the roof. Tries it with her 
weight and watches it pull loose, muttering something no one else could quite make out, nor had time for. 
Break pulled out his blade, the round hand guard with spikes going around the handle, but topped with a 
broad guard pointing forwards, and an extra expanse at the tip of the sword as almost a double sided 
hook, but sharpened on all sides. He slides the tip in to the door frame, then sliding the hook up to catch 
the door latch and pull it open. Simple and well practiced. 

 They go down the hall getting right at the main doors to the Auditorium and pause there. The 
main lights were on, but there was some light in there, faint talking, which turned into a chant from a 
person or two in there. Break holds up two fingers waiting for the returned nod while door gets in place 
with Krieg behind him. Break then walks down the hall to the back stage entrance. 

 The door doesn't have any locks on it, but he takes his time to open it as silently as possible. Then 
when it's just enough, slips in, while holding the door latch to remain silent. Pushing it slowly back into 
place hoping to be undetected. He then channels his obfuscation to disappear from sight before walking 
carefully out across the stage to see how big a score they got today. 



 There were four men in the room. The first was the clear target, dressing in an expensive pure 
black suit, reading from a leather bound book that was likely hand written. The second was a larger man 
in a dress shirt with rolled up sleeves, who seemed to be managing the candels, moving the few supplies, 
and continuing work on an increasingly complex chalk circle. The last two had confused to nervous looks 
on their face, one dressed in cargo shorts and a wife beater constantly glancing back at the door, while the 
other had a team shirt with some logo Break didn't care enough to know, with dark clothes head to toe, 
but clearly not understanding what he was seeing. 

 Infernalist. They all deserve punishment. 

 Break moved cautiously behind the stage, being heard now would really ruin the plan, especially 
when he's not the opener. He paces to just a step or two behind their leader in his suit since he needs to be 
the one to drop. The rest now was waiting. They were going into their big talk on the value of a soul, and 
the promises of power for selling it to their master or some bullshit like that. But Break really had no 
tolerance for their kind, just patience enough to kill them decisively. 

 On schedule if not a little early, Door kicked in the main doors, and with a roar, begins charging 
down the main aisle way towards the infernalists. The panic sets in on queue, with the two norms pulling 
out hand guns to fire at the sudden threat, while the leader steps back to assess what is going on. His 
servant in his dress shirt, steps into the path to protect his master, while summoning his hell fire to throw 
towards his enemies. But Door was choosen for his role to take it. It's the follow up that makes it count. 

 The first norm drops suddenly and fast, with signs of bleeding through his throat. Likely Sights 
up on the roof putting in fire. Kreig comes in faster than humanly possible, closing his distance through 
the empty seats and jumping at the last minute to try to land all his force in a kick to the servant's chest. 
But Break can't worry about them too much, as he steps in jamming his sword well into the spine of their 
dark master, opening with a clean strike. 



 The impaled infernalist begins laughing. Not a clean chuckle or a kind sort, but a gurgling cackle, 
with plenty of blood. While his feet ignite in green flames, and it rises rapidly covering his body and 
singes Break's hand. He twists around, sword still jammed in him with the hook going out his gut cleanly 
from the front. The eyes meet and focus hold a charge for an instant, with images of nightmare a fears 
spiraling around trying to form, but failing to take final shape. Break needing to not let there be another 
chance at whatever that was grabs a nearby candle off its stand, swinging it with the full potence of his 
might, stabbing the demon worshiper in the eye. 

 The howls of pain rang off the walls and the ceiling, almost amplified by the acoustics of the 
room to help the audience to hear. Break burned more for stabbing him, but it seemed effective enough 
compared to the pain it inflicted. But it didn't end it. In a rage the infernalist grabbed him and managed to 
pull Break onto his own sword point holding him close, burning with hell fire and all. But Krieg showed 
up with what looked like an auditorium seat ripped from the ground, striking it across the shoulder and 
ribs of the hell priest. 

 Break paused to finally see what was done around him. Looked like the last norm took a bullet to 
the chest bleeding out, while the dress shirt was in a puddle of what was left of his smashed head like it 
had been hit by a sledge hammer. Door offered him a hand to get Break back to standing. Break started 
brushing off much of the charred remains of his clothes noting much of the damage he could not fix 
anytime soon. 

"Grab him and move. Won't have much time before trouble gets here." Break said pointing at the broken 
shape of the man he just fought. 

Hunching over, Door throws him over his shoulder. "Do you think we got the head this time?" 

"Not likely, but a heck of a lot better than that Janitor we fed his own liver." 



Krieg opening the book that had been dropped to the ground in the fight, then knocking a candle into it so 
the fire destroys it. "Well this one ain't mortal, so we can go full bore this time and it'll all grow back till 
we're done with him." 

Break smiles at that notion. "I wonder what names they'll give us." Silently laughing to himself on the 
inside. 

"Don't know but I'm sure the bishop will have some fun assignments for this." 

They ran out the back meeting up with sights in the ally, moving as inconspicuously as they could back to 
Sabaat territory, to rest and ready their next move. 


